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Abstract-The 210 m.y. old Manicouagan impact structure of eastern Quebec has been previously 
interpreted as an analog of large (400 km diameter) multi-ringed basins on the Moon. However, 
existing geologic evidence also supports an alternative proposal that Manicouagan is an endogenically 
modified crater analogous to many lunar floor-fractured craters. 

In the proposed model of endogenic modification, the impact event at Manicouagan initially 
formed a transient cavity 80 km in diameter generating about 270--455 km3 of melted target material, 
forming a pool about 65 km in diameter at the bottom of the crater. Shortly after formation, collapse 
of the transient crater rim increased the crater diameter to about 100 km, corresponding to an 
existing change in joint pattern and drainage direction. Highly fractured limestone blocks currently 
found in contact with the outer portion of the melt sheet are interpreted as debris slumped to the floor 
during this adjustment. Inward motion of mass associated with the failure of the transient cavity 
resulted in the formation of a central peak-ring complex about 15 km in diameter, corresponding 
closely to the present diameter of the crescent-shaped elevated region in the central portion of the 
structure. 

At some time, probably before the most recent periods of glaciation, the highly fractured and 
brecciated rock below the crater was intruded by a tabular magmatic body. This intrusion gradually 
uplifted the crater floor forming the existing annular moat surrounding a 55 km diameter floor plate. 
This adjustment of the crater floor resulted in downdropping part of the central peak-ring along 
steeply dipping normal faults. Dike intrusion along these faults could account for the high intensity, 
ring-like magnetic anomaly now associated with the central portion of the crater. The intrusion also 
produced an outer ring fracture with a diameter about 1.5 times the crater diameter in a manner 
analogous to those surrounding several lunar floor-fractured craters such as those found in Mare 
Smythii. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Manicouagan impact structure is located within the Canadian Shield of 
central Quebec (51 ° 23'N, 68° 42'W). The generally circular geometry of the 
structure is made prominent by a 65 km diameter annular trough or moat. 
Portions of this moat were originally occupied by the arcuate Manicouagan and 
Mouchalagane Lakes, but construction of the Daniel Johnson Dam has 
connected the water-filled moat by formation of the Manicouagan reservoir (Fig. 
1). 

Manicouagan is one of the largest and better preserved terrestrial impact 
structures. Because of its size, state of preservation and relatively well known 
geological setting, Manicouagan represents an excellent opportunity to test and 
improve models of impact crater formation and, thus, interpretations of the 
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Fig. 1. ER TS image of the Manicouagan structure clearly showing annular depression 
(ERTS-81438150245N000, Band 6). 

surface features and geological evolution of the Moon, Mars and Mercury. 
Consequently, Manicouagan has been extensively studied (e.g., Floran and 
Dence, 1976; Currie, 1972; Murtaugh, 1972 and 1975; Wolfe, 1972; Floran et 
al., 1976; Coles and Clark, 1978; Phinney et al., 1978; and Sweeney, 1978). 

An important extrapolation from studies of Manicouagan to date is the 
interpretation of the structure as a multi-ringed basin analogous to 400 km-size 
lunar basins such as Moscoviense (Floran and Dence, 1976) and 200 km ring 
structures on Mars and Mercury (Dence, 1977). In this paper we propose an 
alternate interpretation wherein the Manicouagan impact structure represents an 
endogenically modified crater analogous to many floor-fractured craters found 
on the Moon (Schultz 1972, 1976a, 1976b). 
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An alternative model for the Manicouagan impact structure 2697 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

There have been a number of field investigations of the geology of the 
Manicouagan structure (Berard, 1961; Murtaugh and Currie, 1969; Currie, 
1972; Murtaugh 1972 and 1975; and Wolfe, 1972). Figure 2 is a simplified 
geologic map of the inner portion of the structure. 

The Manicouagan structure occurs in the northeastern part of the Grenville 
province of the Canadian Shield. This province is characterized by high grade 
metamorphic rocks with K-Ar ages of about 1 b.y. In the area of Manicouagan, 

Fig. 2. Simplified geologic map of the Manicouagan structure. Modified from Grieve 
and Floran (1978). 
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Murtaugh (1975) recognized seven major Grenville units; Currie (1972) recog-
nized eight. These units include meta-gabbros, meta-anorthosites and granitic 
gneisses. Mafic and grey gneisses are the primary country rock. In the vicinity of 
Manicouagan, this primarily granitic terrain was intruded by a mafic to 
anorthosite complex. 

At the time of impact, about 210 m.y. ago (Jahn et al., 1978), the Manicoua-
gan area was overlain by a thin veneer of Ordovician limestone. Blocks of this 
limestone, up to 1 km in size, are preserved within the present crater at a few 
locations along the inner shore of the annular moat. 

An extensive melt sheet is partly preserved inside the moat perimeter. The melt 
sheet is essentially continuous and forms an annulus: the outer boundary defined 
by the moat and an inner boundary, approximately 25 km in diameter, defined by 
a central topographic high. The melt sheet ranges up to 200 m thick in the east 
central portion of the structure, where the melt extends from the current water 
level in the moat to the tops of nearby hills. The preserved melt volume is about 
150 km3 (Dence, 1977). Simonds et al. {1978) estimate that the pre-erosional 
thickness of the melt sheet was 130 to 556 m with a volume of 270-475 km3• The 
chemical composition of the melt is consistent with derivation from a mixture of 
basement rocks near the impact point (Grieve and Floran, 1978; Floran et al., 
1978). The melt rocks have been dated by a variety of radiometric techniques, all 
resulting in an estimated age for the melt rocks of about 210 m.y. (Wolfe, 1972; 
Jahn et al., 1978). 

MORPHOLOGY OF THE MANICOUAGAN STRUCTURE 

The Manicouagan structure may be subdivided into six ( 6) morphological 
elements based on topography and structural style. These elements, their 
corresponding approximate outer diameters (in parentheses) and their character-
istics are listed below and illustrated in Fig. 3: 

1. Central region (25 km); a structurally complex zone of uplifted, shocked 
and metamorphosed basement rocks with small tabular bodies of impact 
melt and pseudotachylite veins. 

2. Inner plateau (55 km); bounded by the annular moat, overlain by melt 
sheet, underlain by shocked basement rock. 

3. Annular moat (65 km); ring graben; highly deformed limestone blocks 
near inner boundary. 

4. Inner fractured zone (~100 km); defined by distinct change in joint 
pattern and spacing and drainage divide; within zone, joints increase in 
number and variety; drainage is towards (former) Lake Mouchalagane 
and (former) Lake Manicouagan. 

5. Outer fractured zone (~150 km); fractured basement; drainage away from 
Manicouagan. 

6. Outer circumferential depression (~150 km); circular depression. 
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(ADAPTED FROM FLORAN AND DENCE, 1976) 

Fig. 3. Major morphological elements of the Manicouagan structure as described by 
Floran and Dence {1976): central region {l); inner plateau (2); annular moat (3); inner 
fractured zone (4); outer fractured zone (5); and outer circumferential depression 

indicated by broken line. 
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Dence ( 1977) and Floran and Dence ( 197 6) recognize five of these structural 
elements. They combine elements 4 and 5 above into a single element denoted as 
the "outer disturbed zone." The importance of the distinction between zones 4 
and 5 will be discussed in some detail below. 

The central region of the Manicouagan structure varies topographically but is 
dominated by two broad upland areas generally north and south of the geometric 
center of the structure. The northern upland area includes Mont de Babel, which 
exhibits the highest relief associated with the inner portion of the Manicouagan 
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structure ( ~300 m). Mont de Babel is an eroded rectangular horst composed of 
shocked and fractured anorthosite basement rocks. In addition to Mont de Babel, 
several smaller isolated peaks of anorthosite occur in the area. The existence of 
maskelynite on several peaks of Mont de Babel (Floran and Dence, 1976) 
suggests that the higher elevations experienced shock pressures of ~200-400 kb 
(Stoffler, 1971) and were never covered by melt. Patches of melt are present, 
however, at the base of Mont de Babel (Floran and Dence, 1976). Mont de Babel 
and the associated smaller peaks are often referred to as the central peak(s) of 
the structure, although they are displaced 5-7 km from the geometric center of 
the structure. 

Based on existing regional gravity data, Sweeney (1978) has constructed the 
residual Bouguer anomaly associated with the Manicouagan structure. The 
residual gravity field exhibits a relative gravity high of 0 mGal over the exposed 
central gneisses near the geometric center of the structure. The uplifted 
anorthositic rocks of Mont de Babel and nearby peaks are associated with a -10 
mGal low. 

Aeromagnetic surveys by the Geological Survey of Canada and the Quebec 
Department of Natural Resources reveal a prominent 2000 'Y anomaly over the 
gt.:ometric center of the structure (Geological Survey of Canada, 1969). Mont de 
Babel exhibits a low magnetic field. The magnetic field near the center of the 
structure displays very high horizontal gradients, thereby implying a shallow 
source. The depth of the causative body is not well defined, primarily because of 
uncertainty in the assignment of a magnetization intensity for the body. 
However, the observed intense peaks and horizontal gradients require shallow, 
highly magnetic sections. Modeling suggests that the causative body is almost at 
the geometric center of the structure, extends over an area of about 12 km X 8 
km and has several peaks or extensions that form a crude ring (~6-10 km 
diameter) around the center of the structure (Coles and Clark, 1978). 

The transition from the central region to the inner plateau is marked by a 
distinct rise in elevation beginning generally at a distance of about 10--15 km 
from the center of the structure (Floran and Dence, 1976). The inner plateau is 
.. rverlain by a nearly continuous sheet of impact melt. The outer boundary of the 
i:aner plateau is marked by the inner boundary of the annular moat. 

The annular moat is the most prominent feature of the present Manicouagan 
5tructure. The 5-10 km-wide moat is formed by a 65 km ring graben bounded on 
the outside by steeply dipping normal faults (Floran and Dence, 1976). Before 
flooding of the reservoir isolated outcrops of tilted and deformed limestone, 
siltstone and shale were found on the inner edges of the moat (Murtaugh, 1975). 
The residual Bouguer gravity field constructed by Sweeney (1978) reveals a -4 
to -10 mGal low associated with the moat that grades gently upward to the 0 
mGal high over the geometric center of the impact structure. Figure 4 shows a 
generalized cross section of the Manicouagan structure within the circular 
moat. 

Beyond the outer shore of the circular moat and extending to a diameter of 
about 100 km is a region we have called the inner fractured zone. The 
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Fig. 4. Generalized cross section of the inner portion of the Manicouagan structure 
showing depressed annular moat, cap of impact melt, and garnet anorthosite central 

relief. Adapted from Floran and Dence (1976). 
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characteristic features of this zone are much more subtle than those for the zones 
previously described. The inner fractured zone is distinguished principally on the 
basis of the number of variety of joints and the drainage direction. Within the 
inner fractured zone, drainage is towards the Manicouagan structure. Murtaugh 
( 197 5) reports that the drainage divide is most easily observed in the low hills to 
the west of the Manicouagan structure. The eastern side exhibits a similar divide, 
but the transition is more difficult to define. To the west the drainage divide is 
about 15 km beyond the outer shore of former Lake Mouchalagane and is 
coincident with a distinct change in joint pattern. Joints within the inner 
fractured zone are much more numerous and complex than beyond the region 
(Murtaugh, 1975). 

The outer fractured zone is the region between the inner fractured zone and 
the outer circumferential depression. The inner and outer diameters of the outer 
zone are about 100 and 150 km, respectively. Drainage within this zone is away 
from the Manicouagan structure. Basement rocks in this zone are fractured and 
jointed but not so extensively jointed as the basement rocks of the inner fractured 
zone (Murtaugh, 1975; Floran and Dence, 1976). 

The presence of a subdued outer circumferential depression of about 150 km 
diameter associated with the Manicouagan structure has only recently been 
revealed (Floran and Dence, 1976; Dence, 1977) as a result of satellite 
photography (Fig. 5). 

CURRENT MODELS OF THE MANICOUAGAN IMPACT STRUCTURE 

Dence (1977) and Floran and Dence (1976) have proposed a model for the 
Manicouagan impact structure. Briefly, Floran and Dence propose that the 
impact formed a transient cavity of radius 19 ± 4 km. Floran and Dence fix the 
outer limit of 23 kin for the transient cavity radius on the basis of the limestone 
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Fig. 5. Outer circumferential depression (arrows) controlling stream flow at several 
locations and corresponding to a slight change in albedo. Skylab Photo No. 

SL3-122-2628. 

exposures occurring at that distance from the center of the existing structure. 
Such a small radius requires that considerable volumes of impact melt overrode 
the rim of the transient cavity (Floran and Dence, 1976). 

During the last stages of crater formation, the transient cavity collapsed. 
Floran and Dence propose that the rim diameter of the collapsed transient cavity 
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was 35-40 km, corresponding to a subdued topographic ring in the existing 
structure. In the Floran and Dence model, the downfaulted circular moat (called 
the peripheral trough by Floran and Dence) represents the collapsed outer 
margin of the transient cavity. They estimate the pre-erosional crater diameter to 
be 75 km. The collapse of the transient cavity results in an uplift of material from 
below the crater to form discontinuous, asymmetrically located central peaks or a 
peak-ring structure. 

The depth of the transient cavity is uncertain. If the transient cavity had a 
parabolic shape (Dence, 1973; Orphal, 1977; and Dence et al., 1977), a transient 
crater radius of ~20 km would correspond to a depth of ~14 km. Based on 
studies of the gravity data, however, Sweeney (1978) suggests a depth of <8 km. 
Phinney et al. (1978) suggest a depth of 6-9 km for the transient cavity. 

Floran and Dence (1976) and Dence (1977) propose that Manicouagan is a 
multi-ring structure with ring diameters of 30-45 km, 75 km and 145-160 km 
and a ring spacing ratio of ~2. They further propose that Manicouagan is a 
structural analog of 400-500 km basins on the Moon and 200 km-diameter 
ringed basins on Mars and Mercury and may, in fact, be transitional to the larger 
lunar multi-ringed basins such as Orientale. 

There are several difficulties with the model proposed by Floran and Dence 
(1976) and Dence (1977). First, unusual cratering phenomena must be imposed 
in order to reconcile the transient cavity diameter and the extent of impact melt. 
Specifically, large volumes of impact melt must override the rim. Lunar analogs 
of such phenomena occur only where the crater rim has intersected an adjacent 
topographic low (e.g., another crater), and the resulting deposition of melt is 
concentrated in this low-lying region (Schultz, 1972, 1976a; Hawke and Head, 
1977). In these cases, the distribution of melt deposits on the crater rim are 
highly asymmetric, in contrast to the relatively symmetric melt distribution 
observed around Manicouagan. Moreover, the total volume of impact melt 
estimated for Manicouagan corresponds to 3-17 percent of the transient crater 
volume. This value for the ratio of the volume of impact melt to the transient 
crater volume is considerably greater than is normally estimated for impact 
craters (Gault and Heitowit, 1963; Dence, 1965; O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1975). 
While it is true that there is a great deal of uncertainty concerning the details of 
energy partitioning in large impact events, the simplest explanation would seem 
to be that the transient cavity proposed by Floran and Dence is too small. 

Finally, the multi-ring model seems to offer no obvious explanation for the 
well-defined and distinctive ring-like magnetic anomaly associated with the 
central portion of the structure. We feel an acceptable model for the formation of 
the Manicouagan crater must offer a reasonable explanation for such a distinc-
tive geophysical feature. 

Floran and Dence (1976) suggest that Manicouagan is a terrestrial analog of 
the lunar multi-ring basins. However, multi-ring plans also occur in certain 
modified lunar craters that approach the same dimensions of well-preserved 
terrestrial impact craters. These modified lunar craters provide an alternative 
framework for the interpretation of the Manicouagan structure. 
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ENDOGENICALLY MODIFIED LUNAR IMPACT CRATERS 
AS AN ANALOGY TO THE MANICOUAGAN IMPACT STRUCTURE 

Endogenically modified lunar craters 
Over 200 craters on the Moon exhibit tectonic and volcanic modifications 

believed to be related to the epochs of mare basalt flooding (Schultz, 1976b). 
Similar endogenically modified craters exist on Mars (Schultz, 1976c, 1978) and 
Mercury (Schultz, 1977). There are six different types of lunar floor-fractured 
craters. These different types represent combinations of 1) degrees of modifica-
tion, 2) initial appearance (time interval between crater formation and modifica-
tion), 3) size of initial impact structure, and 4) possibly different crater origins. 
Craters that have been extensively modified develop a multi-ring plan (Class III 
in Schultz, 1976b) that exhibits the same structural elements described for 
Manicouagan. 

Figure 6 illustrates the crater Haldane in Mare Smythii. The accompanying 
sketch identifies features characteristic of extensively modified lunar craters. The 
crater floor is shallow and approaches the same elevation as the exterior terrain. 
Separating the crater rim from the elevated crater floor is an annular depression 
(moat). In this example, the moat is filled with mare basalts believed to have 
been extruded from vents along a ring fracture beneath the moat. 

The outer margin of the floor commonly exhibits remnants of rim material 
slumped during crater formation and uplifted with the floor during modification. 
The central peak complex also is commonly uplifted such that the summit 
approaches the elevation of the rim. Central peaks of fresh lunar impact craters 
approaching 100 km in diameter typically extend 1.5 km to 2.5 km above the 
crater floor, yet remain 1.5 to 2.5 km below the rim crest. Central peaks of 
extensively endogenically modified craters in the same size range extend from 
0.5 km to 1.5 km above the floor but as close as 0.2 km to 1.0 km to the rim. In 
several examples, the central peak complex defines a faulted block, which is 
separate from the rest of the crater floor and has undergone a combination of 
uplift and subsidence. The old crater rim also commonly exhibits additional 
faulting. A feature common to several extensively modified craters is a ring 
fracture approximately 1.5 crater radii from the crater rim. Limited pyroclastic 
eruptions have occurred along this fracture around several craters, particularly in 
Mare Smythii (Schultz, 1976b; Wolfe and El Baz, 1976). 

Comparisons of craters with different degrees of modification have led to an 
interpreted sequence of development where a tabular intrusion accumulates 
beneath the crater and uplifts the floor largely as a block (Schultz, 1976b). A 
depth of intrusion is believed to be approximately one-third of the transient 

Fig. 6. (a) The 40 km-diameter lunar floor-fractured crater Haldane on the margin of 
Mare Smythii. Multi-ring appearance results from annular moat between old crater 
floor and wall as well as additional scarp to the east and concentric fractures 
(AS-17-M-2641). (b) Photogeologic sketch map modified from Wolfe and El Baz 

{1976) showing major geologic units and structural elements. 
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crater diameter near the inferred transition from the shock-induced breccia zone 
to the fractured country rock. At such depths, it can be shown that the expected 
gravity anomaly associated with an intrusion with low density contrast is 
effectively masked. Most floor-fractured lunar craters exhibit weak gravity 
lows. 

Application to M anicouagan 
The preceding general descriptions have many similarities with the description 

of Manicouagan crater. Subsequent discussion compares such similarities and 
offers an alternative interpretation for the development of terrestrial multi-ring 
craters. 

The sequence of events corresponding to the proposed endogenically modified 
crater model for Manicouagan is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

We suggest that a meteor impact about 210 m.y. ago formed a transient cavity 
about 80 km in diamter. The depth of the transient crater is not certain but was 
probably not less than 15 km and not more than about 20 km. The diameter-
to-depth ratio for the transient cavity was thus about 4-5. The impact produced a 
volume of melted target rock greater than 270--475 km3• Some melted material 
was ejected from the transient crater during formation. The 270--475 km3 of 
impact melt estimated to remain in the crater corresponds to 0.5-1 percent of the 
transient cavity volume, assuming a depth of 15 km and an elliptical geometry. In 
contrast, a transient cavity of about 20 km radius and about 9 km depth, as 
proposed by Floran and Dence (1976), implies an estimated melt volume 
remaining in the crater corresponding to 4-6 percent of the transient cavity 
volume. In further contrast to the model by Floran and Dence {1976), large 
volumes of melt rock do not overflow the transient cavity rim. Melted target rock 
that was not ejected formed a pool about 65 km in diameter at the bottom of the 
crater. If one assumes an ellipsoidal geometry for the transient crater, the melt 
pool would have been 120-215 m deep at the center. 

Very shortly after crater formation, the transient cavity collapsed owing to 
deep-seated lateral redistribution of mass. In addition, slumping and slope failure 
occurred along the crater wall. The failure of the transient cavity and crater walls 
resulted in an increase in rim to rim diameter of at least 20 percent (Quaide et 
al., 1965). The post failure crater diameter is taken to be about 100 km. This 
position for the post-collapse, pre-erosional crater rim corresponds approximately 
to the division between the "inner fractured zone" and the "outer fractured zone" 
of the Manicouagan structure. The massive slope failure and final position of the 
crater rim could account for the corresponding change in drainage direction and 
abrupt change in jointing style. Slumping of the transient cavity walls also 
resulted in transport of blocks of tilted and folded limestone from near the 
transient crater rim onto the crater floor and, in cases, resulted in contact with 
the solidifying melt pool. 

Along with failure of the transient cavity wall, material from beneath the 
crater is uplifted to form a central peak complex. For a crater this size, the 
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Fig. 7. Proposed geologic history of the Manicouagan structure. Initial impact 
produced an 80 km transient crater (broken line in A) that subsequently collapsed to 
produce a 100 km rim-rim diameter cavity. Sediments rapidly filled the crater (B). 
Subsequent tabular intrusion uplifted the old crater floor resulting in stripping away of 
overlying sediments and portions of the impact melt (C). Uplift also produced annular 
moat and intrusion beneath the central peak, a sequence of events common to 

floor-fractured craters on the Moon. 
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central portion of the uplifted peak often collapses forming a central peak-ring 
(Baldwin, 1963; Schultz, 1972). The diameter of central peaks with (central 
depressions and peak-rings within craters smaller than 200 km increases linearly 
with crater diameter (Schultz, 1976b). For a 100 km crater, the diameter of such 
a central peak-ring is expected to be about 15 km. This corresponds very closely 
with the diameter of the crescent-shaped elevated region in the central portion of 
the existing Manicouagan structure. 

As in numerous lunar craters, the central peak-ring may not have been 
continuous since the southern uplands of the existing Manicouagan structure is 
covered with the melt sheet. Portions of the central uplift ring complex originally 
may have been draped and interfingered with a thin layer of melt and breccia. 
The present maximum relief of the central peak complex is approximately 0.3 
km; whereas, central peaks of lunar craters of comparable size typically approach 
2 km. Drawing on such well-preserved lunar craters, and noting the inferred 
depths and shock history exhibited by Mont de Babel, we suggest that Mont de 
Babel represents only the core of one component of the central peak-ring 
complex. 

Over time, as much as 1.5 km of the central peak-ring and most of the crater 
rim were eroded, thereby depositing on the crater floor a thick protective deposit 
of sediments. 

At some time, probably before the most recent periods of glaciation, the highly 
fractured and brecciated rock beneath the crater was intruded by a magmatic 
body forming a sill-like or tabular body. This intrusion resulted in uplift of the 
crater floor forming a circular moat surrounding a floor "plate". It is envisioned 
that this massive readjustment of the crater floor was accompanied by downdrop-
ping of most of the central portion of the ring peak structure along steeply 
dipping normal faults, thereby leaving Mont de Babel and the immediately 
surrounding peaks as the only prominent surface remnant of the original central 
peak complex. Dike intrusion along these steeply dipping faults could account for 
the high intensity, ring-like magnetic anomaly associated with the central portion 
of the Manicouagan structure (Coles and Clark, 1978). The presence of an 
intrusive body is not inconsistent with the small relative gravity high associated 
with the center of the Manicouagan structure (Sweeney, 1978). 

During the stages of extensive crater adjustment, the 150 km-diameter 
circumferential depression developed. The diameter of this depression may have 
been controlled by the shock-weakened state of the bedrock surrounding the 
impact crater and was enhanced by stresses resulting from the intruding mass. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of Manicouagan as an endogenically modified crater potentially 
explains a number of important features of the impact structure. Perhaps most 
important, the distinctive ring-like magnetic anomaly associated with the center 
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of the structure is interpreted as the result of dike intrusion along fault structures 
associated with the central ring-peak complex. 

A number of endogenically modified craters on the moon display multi-ring 
plans remarkably similar to Manicouagan. In particular, many modified lunar 
craters display a circular moat and central floor plate structure very similar to 
that found at Manicouagan. Moreover, several such craters exhibit a circumfer-
ential fracture surrounding the crater that is similar in structure to the outer 
circumferential depression found at Manicouagan. For modified lunar craters, 
the diameter of this outer circumferential fracture is about 1.5 times the crater 
diameter. If the diameter of the Manicouagan crater after failure of the transient 
cavity walls is taken to be about 100 km as proposed here, the outer circumfer-
ential depression at Manicouagan also has a diameter of about 1.5 times the 
crater diameter. A crater diameter of 100 km seems consistent with the change in 
joint pattern and drainage direction found between the "inner" and "outer 
fractured zones" at Manicouagan. 

The endogenically modified crater model proposed for Manicouagan has 
additional appealing features. In particular, it is not required that significant 
volumes of impact melt override the transient crater rim, a phenomenon not 
observed in any experiments or calculations performed to date. Also, the ratio of 
the volume of impact melt to the transient crater volume for the modified crater 
model is about 0.5 to 1 percent as compared to the 4-6 percent or more for 
previously proposed models. Although it must be admitted that the details of 
energy partitioning in impacts the size of that at Manicouagan are not well 
understood at present, the data and evidence that is available suggests that the 
volume of impact melt is about 1 percent of the transient crater volume. 

Although there is no evidence of volcanic activity for the past 500 million years 
or so in the portion of the Canadian Shield containing the Manicouagan 
structure, such a nonvolcanic regional history does not necessarily weaken the 
model proposed here. It must be recalled that the depth of the Manicouagan 
transient cavity may well have been 15-20 km, a depth representing a significant 
fraction of the thickness of the crust of this region. Such a deep but localized 
disturbance and weakening of the crust could have provided a ready path for the 
local intrusion of magma, whether immediately after or, more probably, long 
after the impact event. The intrusion was highly localized due to the finite extent 
of the disruption of the crustal material by the impact, just as the modification 
process of lunar basalt-filled and floor-fractured craters is highly localized to the 
crater interior. The intrusion did not reach the surface; rather, it simply filled the 
highly fractured and brecciated region immediately beneath the crater. In these 
respects, the volcano/tectonic modification of the Manicouagan crater may be 
analogous to the isolated floor-fractured craters found in the lunar highlands. For 
example, Fig. 8 shows the lunar crater Kostinskij in the eastern farside 
hemisphere far removed from a major mare-filled region. The structural similar-
ity between this lunar crater and Manicouagan is obvious. Moreover, the lunar 
crater Tsiolkovskij occurs deep in the farside cratered highlands nearly 1000 km 
from a major mare inundated basin, yet its floor is clearly filled with mare 
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Fig. 8. The 75 km-diameter crater Kostinskij in the eastern farside lunar highlands 
(+ 14°, 118°). This floor-fractured crater exhibits floor modification but is spatially far 

removed from a major mare-filled basin (AS-16-M-3000). 

basalts. Thus, the isolation of Manicouagan from a major volcanic region is no 
more mysterious than several isolated mare-filled and floor-fractured craters on 
the Moon. 

The evolution of surface features on the Moon and Mars is the result of a 
complex interaction of impact and volcanic processes. If, as proposed here, the 
Manicouagan impact structure is a terrestrial example of a volcanically modified 
crater, it offers a valuable opportunity to better understand the response of a 
cratered surface to volcanic processes. Also raised is the possibility that a number 
of additional terrestrial impact structures may be endogenically modified. Only 
one other terrestrial impact crater is commonly accepted as volcanically modi-
fied, the Sudbury structure in Ontario, Canada (French, 1970). The Sudbury 
structure, however, is much more poorly preserved than Manicouagan. 
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Although we believe the existing data for Manicouagan support the endogeni-
cally modified crater model proposed here, we also freely admit that the data are 
not sufficiently definitive to select this model to the exclusion of all others, in 
particular the multi-ring-structure model offered by Floran and Dence (1976). 
Since Manicouagan represents a potentially excellent opportunity to improve our 
understanding of the mechanics of formation of complex craters on the Moon 
andMars (and possibly Mercury), it is important to determine the detailed 
structure of Manicouagan more completely. A detailed seismic survey and deep 
drilling should provide the data necessary to determine whether an intrusive mass 
is present at depth at Manicouagan. Such data would also provide additional 
details of the subsurface structure of the crater essential for formulating a 
mechanically consistent model of the formation and perhaps modification of the 
crater. 
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